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Not Your Typical Gray Hair Treatment
Get Away Grey doesn't cover gray hair; it's actually a cure for gray hair—it is your new Grey Defence.

Gray Hair Causes
The most common cause of grey hair is due to the natural process of ageing. Scientists have found that a buildup of hydrogen peroxide is the main grey hair cause. As we age, there is a drop in the production of the catalase enzyme which stops hydrogen peroxide from breaking down melanin (melanin is what gives our hair and skin pigment). Other suspects for grey hair causes include vitamin deficiency (such as the vitamin B12), stress, medical conditions like thyroid imbalance, smoking, and heredity. Plucking grey hair does not cause more grey hair to grow. As a result of scientific research, the amazing grey hair solution, Get Away Grey, has been developed to restore the catalase enzyme and reverse the grey hair process!

Premature Grey Hair
It is a myth that grey hair in women and men only occurs with older age. Grey hair in 20s, and gray hair at 30 is known as premature grey hair and most commonly occurs due to heredity. To prevent or stop premature grey hair naturally, Get Away Grey is the perfect solution. Get Away Grey works stop early grey hair from the inside out with healthy vitamins, herbs, and extracts, so your natural hair will grow back through your roots!

Watch your grey go away! Now, grey hair can be stopped and reversed. You no longer need to use toxic chemicals to cover up your grey because you can stop grey hair naturally! We stop grey hair by using a vitamin that includes the Catalase enzyme. Just two vitamin pills a day can bring back your natural hair color. Best of all, if our product does not work, we will give you a complete refund through our money-back guarantee!

No more gray hair! Put aside the typical gray hair treatment. No more costly hair dye that causes permanent damage to your hair.
No more hiding your hair under hats to get the gray away and out of sight. Get Away Grey treats grey hair causes at their roots—no pun intended! Our gray hair cure is scientifically proven to actually change the chemical makeup of the hair follicle so that it reverts to its natural color. email us, dial 1-800-991-3122 or start a live chat session now to learn more!

Not Your Typical Gray Hair Treatment
What are your current options when it comes to grey hair reversal? Options that aren't really able to reverse gray hair at all. You can hide it or cut your hair really short to minimize the effect of the grey. Or, more likely, you're used to dying it. Did you know that grey hair is actually the most resistant hair color to hair dye, due to the decrease in melanin? Dying is not only costly, it's time-consuming and damages your hair, turning it into a brittle, dry mess. You may also just do nothing right now to hide the grey. But having grey hair can make you look years older than you actually are—not to mention the fact that most people's gray doesn't grow in evenly, giving you a skunk-like appearance. How embarrassing!

Get Away Grey doesn't cover gray hair; it's actually a cure for gray hair. These all-natural vitamin supplements work to restore the color of the hair and there's no cover-up required.

The Proven Grey Hair Cure
Get Away Grey's all-natural ingredients primarily strengthen the catalase enzyme in the body; lack of catalase causes grey hair. Over a period of just a few weeks, the gray hairs naturally restore to their previous color. For gray hair remedies to actually work, they need to reverse the process of catalase under-production. The Get Away Grey grey hair cure does precisely that—and additional supplements in the cure work to help reverse the damage caused by previous chemical treatments. The end result is not only hair restored to its natural color, but shiny and healthy-looking hair. You'll positively glow when you see how you appear years younger!

Don't Just Cover Gray Hair
Just get rid of gray hair and vow to no longer cover up the problem. Don't color gray hair—actually reverse grey hair at its roots. Rely on the all-natural Get Away Grey cure for grey hair. No other method of grey hair treatment actually treats the problem at its roots.

Get the Cure for Grey Hair
We're so sure that in eight to twelve weeks, you'll love how well our gray hair treatment works for you, that you'll never want to try other methods of sending gray away again. You have nothing to lose by trying Get Away Grey because we're willing to give you your money back if you're not satisfied with our gray hair cure. Join us in saying, "Gray hair goes away!!"

Place your order today or learn more about grey hair causes by getting in touch with our customer service reps. Start a live chat session, email us or call us at 1-800-991-3122. You can also find us on Google+.

Additional Resources:

- Coloring Gray Hair
- How to Prevent Gray Hair
- How to Stop Grey Hair
- Gray Hair Pill
- Vitamins for Gray Hair
EXHIBIT B
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Introducing Get Away Grey Catalase Pills

Get Away Grey is the new breakthrough product that features a proprietary blend of all-natural Super Premium Vitamins and herbs that prevent and reverse grey hair by bringing back your natural hair color from the inside out.

Based on documented scientific studies from the University of Bradford, in the United Kingdom, the anti-grey Super-Vitamin works by replenishing a naturally occurring enzyme we all have called Catalase that slowly depletes as we age causing hair to gray.

How Catalase Works:

Hydrogen peroxide is naturally produced by the body and Catalase has the unique ability to break it down. If you’re not producing enough Catalase, the hydrogen peroxide bleaches your natural color to grey.

The cure for grey hair, Get Away Grey has a super concentration of the catalase enzyme to reverse your grey hair while providing a healthy and natural alternative to the messy toxic chemical home remedies or expensive trips to your hair stylist for artificial dyes.

Take Advantage Of Our Risk Free Limited-Time Offer:

Get your natural hair color back today with our limited time $20 savings offer when you order our special Best Deal, Best Results — 3 Bottles/3 Month Regime Program.
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Real Customers With Real Results

Read what our valued customers are saying on how we are helping them reverse gray hair to look years younger.

Now, isn’t time to start getting your natural hair back and look as young as you feel? Take advantage today of our risk free special limited time Get Away Grey $20 savings offer when you buy our Best Deal, Best Results — 3 Bottles/3 Month Regime Program.

Cormac Walsh—Dublin, Ireland

Dr. Anthony Hayden-Taylor—Jersey, United Kingdom

Kris Horning—Sparta, Wisconsin

John Walker—Franklin, North Carolina
I am really excited about GetAwayGrey. I've just started on my third bottle. Then this week, I mentioned to my husband that if I am going to continue with this solution for my grey hair, I will have to order some more. Right away, he said "yes, do it - I really see improvement". I definitely recommend this supplement. 
Marie Gouirand - Brogue, PA

I have been taking your product for the last 6 months. I am delighted to say it is working. It has been a gradual change that I didn't even realize at first. The new hair is my natural color. I now no longer have to color my hair, which is great since I imagine the chemicals can't be all that healthy.
Marianne Silvers - Daytona Beach, FLA

The dark hairs are creeping in. So nice to see them.
Heather McGowan - Melbourne, FL

I was skeptical, but thought what the heck, I have nothing to lose. Within eight weeks I started seeing my natural hair color growing from the roots. I am on my 12th week and most of my gray is not coming back. Thank you Get Away Grey, you've made a real believer out of me!
Leon Jones - Dallas, Texas

I've been dying my hair since I was 40 years old, but always wanted to find a natural way of getting rid of my gray hair. A friend told me about these vitamins. I have been taking them for about four months now and most of my gray hair is gone.
Janet Smith - Phoenix, AZ

I just wanted to say thank you for developing such a great product. The gray hair on my head and my beard has virtually disappeared!
Juan Fernandez - Irvine, CA

I am 65 years old and most of my hair is white. I started taking your product just over two months ago. While the majority of my hair is still white, I can now slowly see at the roots that my old hair color is coming back! I can not wait to see the progress in the next couple of months.
Peter Marriott - Toronto, Canada

My hair has started going "salt and pepper". After doing the 3 month program my hair is looking darker and fuller.
Myra Cho - Houston, TX

After taking Get Away Grey for about 4 months, the hair on my head that was completely white is now about 50% darker. Plus, I feel like it has thickened my hair with some new growth coming in.
Artie Goldman - Atlanta, GA

Do you have a Get Away Grey success story you'd like to share? Send it to us at success@getawaygrey.com, and your next order could be free!
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Most Stylish Accessories for People Affected by Premature Greying

There’s one thing that you should know: silvery hair is clearly not the end of world. As long as you learn how to care for it and how to boost its natural beauty in a classy, non-ostentatious manner, you should be able to rock the silver fox or the salt and pepper look and preserve your youthful appearance. Did you really think that only celebrities can pull off the spectacular all-white/gray hairstyle that makes them look stunning and much more interesting than their younger colleagues?

In this case, tiny details make all the difference in the world, separating the dull washed-out, messy look from a distinctive, elegant style. If you don’t want to start looking for a gray hair cure right away, choose to discover the very best accessories designed to turn the effects of premature graying into powerful, bold declarations of style. Just check out the suggestions provided below to make an inspired choice.

Less is Always More

First lesson: don’t overdo it. Yes, cute headbands, colorful scarfs, funky bobby pins and flower clips can do wonders for your gray hair, but only as long as you don’t mix and match them. Flower clips painted in black create a delightful contrast with your bleached hair, so they represent a fabulous option for you. Moreover, discrete bobby pins or clips adorned with pearls or colorful gems are a great alternative for women who prefer to stand out by wearing delicate, feminine hair accessories.

A Plentitude of Chic Possibilities Are Waiting for You Just Around the Corner

Bobby pins, headbands and scarfs are excellent options, which can be worn with pride during the entire day. Nonetheless, if you are looking for truly fascinating, eye-catching hair accessories for special occasions, you could opt for a colorful, stylish headpiece. A fascinator embellished with red, green or dark blue feathers or gemstones can complete your attire and give it a personal touch. Models available in vibrant, electric colors make your gray hair seem brighter and healthier.

Most men aren’t very fond of hair accessories. For them, styling products are considered the most powerful allies, guaranteeing an envy-generating look. If you are going for a really elaborate style, don’t forget to use products specially formulated for gray hair; otherwise your grays could get tinted.

Get Rid of Gray Hair Naturally
Don’t want to rely on accessories to revive your hair? In this case, note that you can stop, prevent and even reverse premature white hair with a revolutionary cure. Get Away Grey is a powerful gray defense, based on catalase and several mineral and herbal compounds that rejuvenate your hairs and restore your natural pigment rapidly and safely. Order your first bottles today and put premature graying on hold.

Discover the Trendiest Clothing Colors Complementing Gray Hair

Premature gray hair can make you look older, tired and unattractive. If you are brave enough to embrace your grays and wear them with great pride, you should know how to boost their attractiveness by emphasizing this bold, bright silvery hue. This doesn’t mean that you have to spend thousands of dollars on salon treatments; it just means that you have to be more careful when it comes to selecting the right clothing items and accessories.

Clothes and embellishments painted in the right colors can wipe years off your face, making you look rested, reinvigorated and incredibly classy. On the other hand, pale shades can and will do the exact opposite: they will inevitably lead to that dreadful washed-out look and stop you from making a powerful fashion statement wherever you may go. Keep reading to discover the trendiest colors that go extremely well with gray hair.

Look Younger by Embracing Flattering Bright Colors

Bright colors always add warmth to your complexion. Vibrant shades of red and berry are the perfect example. Elegant women can wear a scarf and men can consider opting for a stylish bowtie painted in one of these colors. They can create a lovely contrast with a white shirt to make a grand entrance. If you don’t want to accessorize your classic white shirt with such accessories, wear a royal blue or red sweater on top of it. For excellent results, just keep the bright colors near your face.

If you don’t want to test the best gray hair treatment currently available on the market, at least learn how to upgrade your style and make it become 100% compatible with your silvery locks. Monochrome outfits can look gorgeous on you, as long as you choose the right colors. Classic jewel shades like bold gold, emerald green and intense tones of light blue may be the perfect alternative for men and women impacted by premature graying. Gray hair can also be complemented by a fashionable all-black suit associated with a black shirt (this is a great
style tip offered by George Clooney) or by a classy little black dress accessorized with massive statement earrings or an opulent vintage necklace adorned with rubies or emeralds (or cheaper substitutes available in a similar color palette).

Fight Those Grays with a Pill

It takes a lot of courage to wear gray hair with pride while you’re in your 30s. If you are not ready for this radical transformation, choose to test a remarkable gray hair treatment based on catalase. Get Away Grey is a revolutionary gray hair cure comprising a wide range of active, natural ingredients designed to stop, prevent and even reverse the effects of premature graying in a timely fashion.

Order this amazing gray hair remedy today to recover your pigment the easy way.

Gray Hair in Teenagers: How Could You Put an End to This Nightmare?

Gray hair can no longer be interpreted as an indicator of someone’s age these days. On the contrary, we see more and more people who have already embraced the salt and pepper look, despite the fact that they are in their late 20s or early 30s. But here’s some shocking news: premature graying can also impact teenagers. When you have all your life ahead of you, can you actually think about welcoming the first gray hairs with open arms? Moreover, how could teens who are only 15 or 16 years old win the fight with premature whitening without exposing themselves to considerable health risks? Let’s find out.

What Triggers Gray Hair in Teenagers?

To be able to address this type of problem in a highly effective manner, you have to understand the factors that actually trigger it. In other words, you have to eliminate the cause, not just the effects. In most cases, gray hairs are genetically determined. If your parents or your grandparents dealt with grays before they reached 20, changes are that you will follow in their footsteps.

Moreover, depigmented hairs are also associated with other common factors, including vitiligo, thyroid imbalances, a severe vitamin B deficiency or excessive stress. Nonetheless, in most cases, white hair in teenagers is the result of a genetic mutation. After identifying the main cause of premature graying, you can focus on finding the best gray hair treatment. For instance, if you suffer from a vitamin B deficiency, it is advisable to opt for a vitamin complex based on numerous natural ingredients, such as catalase, vitamin B-6 and mineral and herbal additives, guaranteeing healthier, smoother, fully pigmented hairs.

How to Cope with Premature Whitening

Most teenagers are self-conscious and would do everything it takes to improve their looks and prevent aesthetic problems that could shatter their confidence. Those who are
affected by premature graying of hair choose to mask their problem by applying hair coloring products on a regular basis. Let’s face it: it’s not recommended to become addicted to unhealthy, potentially dangerous chemical-rich dyes so early in your life. Instead of trying to camouflage your grays through this method, you could test the benefits of a magnificent gray hair cure based on science.

Get Away Grey is a 100% safe, effective gray hair remedy that represents an excellent source of catalase. Catalase is the enzyme that puts the premature whitening process on hold. Since this product comprises only natural, tested ingredients, it doesn’t come with a long list of side-effects and it is suitable for a larger category of consumers of all ages.

Get Rid of Gray Hair with a Revolutionary Supplement

Interested in finding the most spectacular gray hair treatment? In this case, look no further. Get Away Grey is the best candidate for this job. Due to its innovative formula, it enables users to stop, prevent and reverse gray hair in just a few weeks. It can also address the gray hair in teenagers issue, so order it today and put it to the test to explore its extraordinary long-term benefits.

Letting Hair Go Gray: 3 Important Things You Should Know Before Making This Decision

Gray hair makes our lives much more complicated. Most men and women who are impacted by premature white hair are desperate to identify and use the best camouflaging methods to go back to fully pigmented locks. This is how they end up testing dozens of types of hair dyes. These products have a long list of drawbacks: they damage our hair structure, make us invest hundreds of dollars in salon hair care treatments and sometimes provide artificial results.

But most importantly, hair coloring products feed our addiction to glossy, younger-looking hairs. No wonder that more and more men and women think about letting hair go gray. If you are one of them, keep reading to discover some of the most important facts that could influence your decision.

1) Gray Hair Requires Extra Care

Need a good reason to reverse gray hair? In this case, note that gray hairs gradually lose their natural oils and become frizzy and virtually impossible to tame. To keep them in excellent shape, you’ll need pricy shampoos, conditioners and styling products especially designed for gray hair.

2) Gray Hair Compels You to Upgrade Your Personal Style

Men and women who are in their 30s are appalled premature graying and want to prevent or cure gray hair. After all, silvery locks are associated with seniority and its endless list of problems. If you don’t want to look like grandma and grandpa while you
are still very young, start by changing your wardrobe.

Avoid pastel colors that could lead to a dull, uninspiring washed-out look and opt for bright, vivid hues (dark blue, red, dark green, Bordeaux) that can accentuate your bold grays and help you turn heads effortlessly. Black and white are also great options worth considering, if you plan to age gracefully. Follow new trends and invest in high-quality clothes and accessories that will most likely stay in fashion for the longest period of time.

3) Gray Hair Could Impact Your Professional Life

Are you intimidated by premature white hair? Join the club! Let’s face it: numerous professionals of both genders choose to dye their hair not because they are insecure or eager to look and feel younger, but because they acknowledge the fact that gray hairs could irreparably damage their carriers. This is the awful truth that nobody wants to hear.

According to a survey conducted by a team of UK-based researchers, gray hair makes businessmen look savvy and distinguished, but they make women look dull and old. In some cases, women affected by premature graying can be replaced with younger coworkers who are not dealing with this problem. Silvery hairs are interpreted as badges of honor only in a few fields of activity, like accounting for instance, where gray hairs are associated with years of experience, stability, intelligence and excellent decisions.

Stop Gray Hair with a Natural Cure

Need to prevent or cure gray hair in a timely fashion? In this case, use Get Away Grey, a remarkable product based on catalase, to reverse grays from the inside out. This product is based on science and will do wonders for your aging hair and scalp. If letting hair go gray is not an option, order this magnificent remedy and recover your natural pigment the easy way.

How to Find the Most Amazing Shampoo for Grey Hair

People who are struggling to cope with the unwanted effects of premature graying put all their hopes in last-generation hair care products. Unfortunately, the plenitude of appealing, accessible options currently available on the market makes most buyers feel puzzled when it comes to selecting the right shampoos and conditioners. How could you identify the best shampoo for grey hair fast and with minimal effort? Let’s find out.

Why Does Graying Hair Require a Special Type of Shampoo?

Gray hair is always frizzier than fully pigmented hair. It is virtually impossible to tame and it requires lots of styling products to look good 24/7. Moreover, in some cases white hair can gradually gain a very unpleasant yellow hue.

These are two of the most important drawbacks associated with gray hair; therefore the
best shampoos especially designed for men and women impacted by premature whitening should manage to bring users one step closer to truly attractive, bright, silvery tones that look good on anyone.

**Commercially Available Shampoos That Do Wonders for Gray Hair**

Klorane shampoo with Centaury enables you to boost your attractiveness and wear your beautiful grays with pride. It costs only 13 dollars, so it also represents a convenient alternative for budget-conscious prospects. Sachajuan Silver Shampoo costs a bit more ($28), but it allows users to obtain that striking silver fox look and preserve it for the longest period of time, after every single washing cycle. René Furterer Okara Mild Silver Shampoo, priced at $23, is also an option worth considering. Its special formula manages to neutralize those awful yellow tones, enhance luster and nourish your grays, due to its soybean extract.

Keep in mind that if you want to get rid of gray hair, you can always count on a revolutionary vitamin complex designed to help you attain your goal rapidly and safety.

**The DIY Approach**

Don’t trust commercially available shampoo bottles that could be filled with dozens of potentially dangerous chemicals? In this case, try to make your own shampoo, using natural ingredients. A DIY clarifying shampoo could be all you need to restore the gorgeous silvery hue of aging hair. Mix equal amounts of baking soda and apple cider vinegar (3 tablespoons), with a little bit of honey and water until you obtain a paste. Apply it on your hairs, massage your scalp and then rinse with clean water. Dry your hair and repeat this simple process as often as you need. This DIY shampoo for grey hair will clean gray hair thoroughly and enhance its natural glow.

**Fight Those Nasty Grays with a Remarkable Vitamin Complex**

Tired of frizzy, rebellious white hair? Many people are looking for the best solution to this problem. Fortunately, now you can reverse gray hair from the inside out with a revolutionary vitamin complex based on catalase. Get Away Grey is a last-generation gray hair cure facilitating the transition from dull gray hairs to fully pigmented ones that look and feel absolutely amazing. Order this magnificent remedy today and you will no longer have to worry about finding the best shampoo for grey hair.

**Check Out the Very Best Greying Hairstyles for Classy Senior Men**

Age is just a number. The fact that you’ve already detected more than a few silvery hairs while looking in the mirror doesn’t mean that you are old and unattractive. On the contrary, it means that you could be cataloged as experienced and savvy and that your personal style could become the main source of inspiration explored by younger fellows to perfect their own. You don’t have to be intimidated by gray hair. As a matter of fact,
silvery hairs can be easily eliminated with just a little help from a revolutionary gray hair cure.

On the other hand, hair thinning and balding spots are two extremely delicate problems that require your full attention. Can you actually preserve your appeal by camouflaging these drawbacks? Absolutely! Here are a few clever gray hairstyles for senior men enabling you to restore your confidence and enhance your attractiveness.

It's Never Too Late to Go Wild

Cool guys never get old. They just get better. If you have already embraced a nonconventional, semi-rebellious style, you could take it to the next level with a funky, wild layered look that will definitely manage to mask your hair thinning problem. Have you ever heard someone complain about the fact that Billy Idol looks old? Of course not! This is mostly because his bold, shiny, spiky hair allows him to preserve his youthful appearance.

If you have to deal with clients and you are forced to maintain a rather conservatory image at work, just comb your gray hair back and don’t style it with gel or other cosmetic products that you would normally use. This hairstyle is extremely versatile and enables you to look great 24/7.

Hairstyles that Mask Thinning Hair

Combover is so yesterday and it should be avoided at all costs. While growing your hair and strategically combing it over your balding spots may sound like a good plan, the results are incredibly tacky. Extensive frontal baldness can seldom be disguised in an effective manner. In this case, a buzz cut would be the one and only valid option at hand. A Jude Law-inspired finger-length haircut is ideal for men who have started to lose the hairs located above their temples. If you want to get rid of gray hair and also minimize the effects of hair thinning, it is highly recommended to rely on a natural vitamin complex based on catalase and various herbal and mineral additives. Get Away Grey is an exceptional solution to this common problem.

Finding the Perfect Cut for You

It is advisable to discuss your options with a hairstylist before opting for a new cut. Here’s a great tip: don’t choose someone who has been working in this business for more than 3 decades. Go in favor of a young stylist who follows the most recent trends and uses professional products and innovative techniques to help you stay classy.

Reversing Gray Hair with Get Away Grey

Senior men can look fabulous on a daily basis with minimal effort. Clever hairstyles can mask their hair thinning problems, while a revolutionary greying hair solution can help them get their natural pigment back. Get Away Grey is your trusted gray hair vitamin, based on all the right ingredients required to promote the growth of naturally pigmented, shiny, resistant hairs.

Give it a try and use this anti gray hair miracle to look and feel younger and much
More than half of all American men are shocked to discover the first gray hairs before they reach 40. Forced to deal with this common problem, some of them decide to embrace their grays, while others refuse to capitulate and keep looking for a remarkable gray hair cure.

Those who choose to make peace with themselves and accept the fact that their natural color is slowly being replaced by pale shades of gray need to discover and apply the best grooming tips for men impacted by premature whitening.

Luckily, some of the classiest celebrities offer us a free lesson of style, demonstrating that gray hair can be a real blessing for men of all ages who know how to give it a new meaning. Instead of being associated with seniority and its long list of afferent issues, gray hair can be turned into the main attribute of a mysterious, timelessly elegant style.

Keep reading, choose your favorite cut and give it a try. If it doesn’t suit you, note that you can always turn to an innovative cure for white hair based on catalase, which gives you the chance to restore your natural pigment rapidly and safely.

Messy Spiky Hairstyles

We love Sting’s music and we absolutely adore his iconic spiky hairstyle. In his case, ash blonde highlights and gray hairs are a match made in heaven. The best part is that this is a low-key hairstyle requiring only a few basic styling products. The flat top cut is suitable for round faces; rounded styles may not be the best option at hand, since they could make you look chubbier than you really are.

The Simple Caesar Cut

If you are not bold enough to go in favor of the trendy spiky hairstyle adopted by Sting, choose to impress with a clean, short cut. The iconic Caesar cut embraced by George Clooney proves that a semi-mussed look can actually work to your advantage. This hairstyle can easily mask your hairline and wipe more than a few years off your face.

Razor Ends Associated with a Medium Length Haircut

Most men don’t want to spend hours in front of the mirror, trying to obtain that effortlessly chic look that makes them look younger, confident and much more appealing. If you are looking for a great cut designed to hide those grays and mask a few balding spots at the same time, opt for a medium length hairstyle with razor ends. This little secret allowed Harrison Ford to preserve his sex symbol status for many years, despite the fact that he seems to have lost the fight with premature graying and hair loss.
Fight Those Grays with a Pill

Not sure if you want to live with gray hairs for the rest of your life? Are you interested in finding and testing the best gray hair supplements? In this case, discover the real benefits of a magnificent white hair treatment based on science. Get Away Grey is a remarkable gray hair cure that will enable you to stop, prevent or reverse the signs of premature graying fast and effortlessly.

Order this last-generation grey hair solution today and get ready to rock healthy, smooth, naturally pigmented hair sooner than expected.
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Could Pantothenic Acid Help You Reverse Gray Hair?

Most people are comfortable with the idea of aging gracefully. Nonetheless, only a few men and women who are in their early 30s can actually accept the fact that premature graying is waiting for them just around the corner. Yes, you can go gray in your 30s and this is actually an incredibly common phenomenon.

If you think that gray hair only looks good on Santa and George Clooney, you can do something to prevent it. You can actually reverse gray hair, by discovering the benefits of a remarkable vitamin complex based on various active ingredients, including catalase and pantothenic acid. Can pantothenic acid enable you to stop gray hair? Let’s find out.

What Is Pantothenic Acid and Where Could I Find It?

Pantothenic acid is a widely available compound, also known as vitamin B5. It can be found in a generous selection of products that should be included in your daily diet, including eggs, milk, veggies, meat and cereal grains. If, for some reason, you can't get the optimal dosage of pantothenic acid from the foods that you eat, you can always assimilate this element from a vitamin B complex, which usually contains several other components, including vitamins B1, B2, B3, B5, B6 and B12.

Why Should I Take Pantothenic Acid on a Regular Basis?

Numerous people dislike the idea of taking pills, especially when it comes to solving their cosmetic problems. Nonetheless, a revolutionary hair vitamin complex comprising all the right ingredients is your best ally in the fight with premature graying. This is because a scientifically proven gray hair cure contains ideal dosages of elements that can restore the color and the brilliance of your hairs from the inside out.

Pantothenic acid is one of the compounds that actually serve this purpose. It is known as a great gray hair remedy. Moreover, this product has a long list of health benefits and it is also used to reduce stress levels, cure respiratory disorders, enhance immune function, prevent heart failure, alleviate yeast infections and so on. The best thing about this vitamin is that it does not pose any dangerous side effects, so it can be administered to a
Reverse Your Grays the Easy Way

You may be wondering: could pantothenic acid enable you to get rid of gray hair naturally? Pantothenic acid plays an important part in this equation and it is included in a specially formulated product created to prevent, stop and reverse graying hair.

Get Away Grey is your reliable gray defense based on all the right ingredients that guarantee healthier, smoother, younger-looking hair. The transformation becomes visible over the course of a few weeks. It's true: now you can say goodbye to those ugly silvery locks and go back to fully pigmented hairs.

Order this innovative cure for premature graying and reverse gray hair the easy way.

Reasons Why Homemade Anti Gray Hair Remedies Are Not Your Best Option

Let's face it: only a few men and women can accept the fact that they've been defeated in the battle with the first signs of premature aging. The rest of them are constantly looking for the best methods to banish those fine wrinkles and those unwanted gray hairs. Obviously, they start by testing dozens of homemade potions, hoping to identify a gray hair cure that is effective, inexpensive and remarkably convenient.

Unfortunately, most individuals who follow this approach slowly sink into a pool of sadness and frustration. While it's true that homemade anti gray hair solutions are relatively cheap and safe because they contain fresh, all-natural ingredients, in most cases they fail to provide the desirable results. Wondering why DIY gray hair remedies can't be your best friends in the long term? Let's find out.

1) Lack of Research Is Your Worst Enemy

Some people just don’t do their homework properly. They have heard somewhere that sage or amla powder can help them restore their natural pigment, but haven’t paid attention to the way in which these useful ingredients should be combined or applied to favor noticeable changes.

2) All the Right Ingredients, Combined in an Incorrect Manner

In some cases, men and women who are striving to stop gray hair know the recipes of the most recommended anti gray hair magic formulas, but don’t understand the specific properties of each ingredient comprised by their potions. Truth be told, you’d have to be a chemist or a passionate alternative medicine practitioner to be able to calculate the exact amounts that you need to prepare a truly effective elixir of youth. Moreover, you’d have to understand how certain compounds interact with other substances included in your mix, to avoid incorrect combination that could jeopardize your efforts.
3) No Scientific Base

The ugly truth is that most homemade remedies are based on centuries-old traditions and hearsay. No wonder that most DIY gray hair cures are truly disappointing and represent a mere waste of money. Once you start dealing with the first gray hairs, you have to use a powerful scientifically proven formula to stop and reverse the effects of premature whitening. Yes, homemade products can help you restore the brilliance of your hair and make it less frizzy and more resistant, but they won’t enable you to get your natural pigment back.

Go Back to Your Natural Color with Get Away Grey

Looking for a grey defense based on science? In this case, rely on Get Away Grey, a marvelous vitamin complex based on catalase and various herbal and mineral additives. This product comes with a money-back guarantee and provides excellent results over the course of a few weeks. Order this revolutionary anti gray hair supplement and find out how you could reverse grays and recover your youthful appearance in no time.

3 Great Reasons to Start Testing a Revolutionary Gray Hair Cure Today

You can hear a lot of various tips about more or less conventional gray hair remedies from your friends, neighbors and hairdresser. The question is this: are they truly effective? In most cases, there is only one way to find out: you have to see for yourself.

In many cases, this means that you have to apply tons of greasy, awfully smelling, weird-looking potions on your gray hairs at least a few times a week, hoping to spot the slightest signs of improvement over the course of a few months. Obviously, this trial-and-error process is time and energy-consuming and can trigger a lot of frustration in the long run, especially if you fail to notice any positive changes.

Fortunately, there is a much more convenient method to reverse gray hair from the inside out. Get Away Grey is a remarkable vitamin complex based on catalase, which could help you stop the premature graying process and keep your natural pigment on your hairs for the longest period of time.

Are you questioning the effectiveness of this breakthrough? In this case, check out 3 excellent reasons why you should start using Get Away Grey as soon as possible, to be able to take pride in healthier, thicker, naturally pigmented hair once again, and all this in a rapid and safe manner.

#1 Proved Effectiveness

The best part is that this innovative remedy is actually scientifically proved. Unlike your homemade oils and other anti gray hair elixirs, this product was designed, tested and
improved by a team of experts who have the skills, the equipment and the expertise to calculate and mix the appropriate dosages of active ingredients, combined to come up with a well-balanced formula.

#2 Natural Ingredients

Unlike other commercially available products that contain a virtually endless list of chemicals and potentially dangerous components, Get Away Grey is only comprised of natural, risk-free ingredients, like Fo Ti, horsetail, catalase, vitamin B-6, folic acid, biotin, copper, zinc oxide and chlorophyll. All these items are well-known for their remarkable health benefits and do not pose any health risks.

#3 A Money-Back Guarantee Policy

Need another great reason to but this magnificent product based on science? If so, note that it comes with a money-back guarantee, involving no jokes, no hassle and no questions asked. If you are not completely satisfied with this product, you just have to ask for a refund and the manufacturing company will reimburse your money (excluding shipping expenses) within 90 days from your purchase.

Fight Gray Hair with a Remarkable Vitamin Complex

Want to discover the beneficial effects of a gray defense based on catalase? In this case, keep in mind that Get Away Grey is your ticket to healthy, shiny, naturally pigmented hairs. Order it today and profit from a truly unique gray hair cure that is actually worth your time and money.
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EXHIBIT E

GetAwayGrey.com website
“About Us” page
About Us

The Get Away Grey Super Premium Vitamin was launched, based on 2009 research findings, made by University of Bradford, on the Catalase enzyme and how it has been proven successful in reversing grey hair. **Catalase** is naturally produced in our cells and is the primary ingredient of **Get Away Grey** to combat grey hair.

The Get Away Grey special formula is carefully developed with the highest quality and purity of ingredients and manufactured by one of the leading United States vitamin producers. We are committed to only offering breakthrough high quality rejuvenation and anti-aging health products, often unknown to the mainstream public, that make a positive and healthy impact on our valued customer's daily lives.
EXHIBIT F

GetAwayGrey.com website
“FAQs” page
FAQs

Q. Are the Get Away Grey vitamins completely healthy?
A. Yes, The Get Away Grey Super Premium Vitamins for grey hair are all natural because they're comprised of herbal, plant and minerals additives. In fact, if you want to learn how to stop gray hair, read each bottle’s list of ingredients, with the primary anti-grey enzyme agent of Catalase, but also includes Vitamin B6, Folic Acid, Biotin, Pantothenic Acid, Zinc, Horsetail, Saw Palmetto, PABA, Tyrosine, Plant sterols, Nettle Root Extract, Chlorophyll, Fo Ti, and Barley Grass for thicker, fuller and healthier hair.

Q. Is your product FDA approved?
A. No, like all other vitamin products, Get Away Grey is not required to be FDA approved.

Q. How long will it take until I notice my hair turning back to its natural hair color?
A. Your hair color will not come back over night, but gradually over weeks; usually you will see your natural hair color coming back between the eighth and the twelfth week, seeing the roots of your hair turning back from gray to your original hair color.

Q. Why do the Get Away Grey results vary from person-to-person?
A. It all depends on your existing Catalase levels. As we age we produce less of the Catalase enzyme, a key component that breaks down Hydrogen Peroxide, a free radical that causes our hair to grey. If you have low levels of Catalase, it will take that much longer for you to see results.

Q. Will all my grey hair go away?
A. Again, user experiences will vary, based on the individual and their natural production of the Catalase enzyme and Hydrogen Peroxide levels. Customer feedback has ranged from the vast majority completely getting their natural hair color back to others seeing a significant reversal, but still some evidence of gray hair, and a minority of incidents were Get Away Grey does not work.

Q. Will Get Away Grey make other parts of my body's hair go back to my natural hair color?
A. Yes, as the Catalase enzyme builds up in your system, you will begin to see your natural hair color coming back in all areas of your body.

Q. Do you ship international, and if so, how much do you charge?
A. Yes, we ship anywhere in the world and, as a courtesy to our international customers, we only charge $5.95 to any country.

Q. Is the product vegetarian?
A. No, as the capsule is made with gelatin and soy products.

Q. Is there anyone who should not take Get Away Grey?
A. Pregnant or nursing mothers, children under 18, and individuals with a known medial condition should consult a physician before using this or any dietary supplement. If you are allergic to soy or wheat you should refrain from taking Get Away Grey.

Q. How does your money back guarantee work?
A. If you are not satisfied with Get Away Grey, we will give you a complete refund within 90 days from the purchase date, minus shipping and handling. We give you up to a 90 day money back guarantee to ensure that Get Away Grey has a chance for a maximum impact to bring back your natural hair color—so what do you have lose? Order today!
EXHIBIT G

Get Away Grey Product Label
SUGGESTED USE:
Two capsules together once a day directly after a meal as a dietary supplement, or as directed by a health care professional.

CAUTION:
Do not exceed recommended dose. Pregnant or nursing mothers, children under 18, and individuals with a known medical condition should consult a physician before using this or any dietary supplement. This product is manufactured and packaged in a facility which may also process milk, soy, wheat, egg, peanuts, tree nuts, fish and crustacean shellfish.

KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.
DO NOT USE IF SAFETY IS DAMAGED OR MISSING.
STORI IN COOL DRY PLACE.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Distributed by: GETAWAY GREY
166 Wentworth Street
Charleston, SC 29401
www.getawaygrey.com
1-800-991-3122

New!

GETAWAY GREY
Naturally Leaves Grey Hair Behind
Will Help
• Fight Grey Hair
• Look as Young as you Feel
• Promote Thicker and Healthier Hair

Dietary Supplement
60 Vitamin Capsules

Supplement Facts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serving Size 2 Capsules</th>
<th>Amount Per Serving</th>
<th>% Daily Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B6 (pyridoxine HCl)</td>
<td>2 mg</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (Fe)</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folic Acid (as Folic acid)</td>
<td>400 mcg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (as Selenium)</td>
<td>70 mcg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>280 mg</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B12 (as Cyanocobalamin)</td>
<td>0.1 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choline (as Choline Bitartrate)</td>
<td>125 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (as Magnesium Stearate)</td>
<td>10 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (as Phosphoric Acid)</td>
<td>10 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D3 (as Cholecalciferol)</td>
<td>5 mcg</td>
<td>125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin A (as Retinyl Palmitate)</td>
<td>300 mcg RAE</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E (as D-Alpha-Tocopherol)</td>
<td>20 IU</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C (as Ascorbic Acid)</td>
<td>15 mg</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin K1 (as Phylloquinone)</td>
<td>15 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D2 (as Ergocalciferol)</td>
<td>10 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B5 (as Calcium Pantothenate)</td>
<td>2 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Pantothenate</td>
<td>2 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B3 (as Niacinamide)</td>
<td>6 mg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B1 (as Thiamin Hydrochloride)</td>
<td>0.4 mg</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B2 (as Riboflavin)</td>
<td>0.3 mg</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B7 (as Biotin)</td>
<td>5 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B9 (as Folate)</td>
<td>150 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B12 (as Cyanocobalamin)</td>
<td>0.1 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (Zn)</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>1 mg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (as Selenium)</td>
<td>70 mcg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (Ca)</td>
<td>280 mg</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (as Magnesium Stearate)</td>
<td>10 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus (as Phosphoric Acid)</td>
<td>10 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D3 (as Cholecalciferol)</td>
<td>5 mcg</td>
<td>125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin A (as Retinyl Palmitate)</td>
<td>300 mcg RAE</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E (as D-Alpha-Tocopherol)</td>
<td>20 IU</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C (as Ascorbic Acid)</td>
<td>15 mg</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D2 (as Ergocalciferol)</td>
<td>10 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B5 (as Calcium Pantothenate)</td>
<td>2 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Pantothenate</td>
<td>2 mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B3 (as Niacinamide)</td>
<td>6 mg</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B1 (as Thiamin Hydrochloride)</td>
<td>0.4 mg</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B2 (as Riboflavin)</td>
<td>0.3 mg</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B7 (as Biotin)</td>
<td>5 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B9 (as Folate)</td>
<td>150 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B12 (as Cyanocobalamin)</td>
<td>0.1 mcg</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Daily Value not established.

Other ingredients: Gelatin and vegetable magnesium stearate.

ALLERGEN WARNING: CONTAINS SOY (PLANT STEROLS) AND WHEAT (BARLEY GRASS).

Lot: 91351
Manufacture Date: 09/2013
Best if used by: 09/2015

DO NOT USE IF SAFETY IS DAMAGED OR MISSING.
STORI IN COOL DRY PLACE.

Distributed by: GETAWAY GREY
166 Wentworth Street
Charleston, SC 29401
www.getawaygrey.com
1-800-991-3122